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�¥±μÉμ·Ò¥ μ¸μ¡¥´´μ¸É¨ ¢§ ¨³μ¤¥°¸É¢¨Ö 6He ¸ Ö¤· ³¨ 197Au ¨ 206Pb

�·¥¤¸É ¢²¥´Ò Ô±¸¶¥·¨³¥´É ²Ó´μ ¨§³¥·¥´´Ò¥ ËÊ´±Í¨¨ ¢μ§¡Ê¦¤¥´¨Ö ¤²Ö ± -
´ ²μ¢ ¸²¨Ö´¨Ö ¸ ¶μ¸²¥¤ÊÕÐ¨³ ¨¸¶ ·¥´¨¥³ ´¥°É·μ´μ¢ 206Pb(6He, 2n)210Po ¨
197Au(6He, xn)203−xnTl, £¤¥ x = 2− 7,   É ±¦¥ ¤²Ö ·¥ ±Í¨° ¶¥·¥¤ Î¨ ´  197Au ¸
μ¡· §μ¢ ´¨¥³ ¨§μÉμ¶μ¢ 196Au, 198Au ¨ 199Au. �±¸¶¥·¨³¥´É ¶·μ¢μ¤¨²¸Ö ´  Ê¸±μ-
·¨É¥²Ó´μ³ ±μ³¶²¥±¸¥ · ¤¨μ ±É¨¢´ÒÌ ¶ÊÎ±μ¢ DRIBs (�ˆŸˆ). ˆ´É¥´¸¨¢´μ¸ÉÓ
¶ÊÎ±  6�¥ ¸μ¸É ¢²Ö²  5·106 ¸−1, ³ ±¸¨³ ²Ó´ Ö Ô´¥·£¨Ö 60,3 ± 0,4 ŒÔ‚. � ¡²Õ-
¤ ²μ¸Ó §´ Î¨É¥²Ó´μ¥ Ê¢¥²¨Î¥´¨¥ ¸¥Î¥´¨Ö ± ´ ²  ·¥ ±Í¨¨ ¸²¨Ö´¨Ö ¸ ¨¸¶ ·¥´¨¥³
¤¢ÊÌ ´¥°É·μ´μ¢ ¢ ¶μ¤¡ ·Ó¥·´μ° μ¡² ¸É¨ Ô´¥·£¨° ¶μ ¸· ¢´¥´¨Õ ¸ · ¸Î¥É ³¨ ¶μ
¸É É¨¸É¨Î¥¸±μ° ³μ¤¥²¨. � ¡²Õ¤ ²μ¸Ó ´¥μ¡ÒÎ´μ¥ ¶μ¢¥¤¥´¨¥ μ¡· §μ¢ ´¨Ö ¨§μÉμ¶ 
198Au,   É ±¦¥ μÉ´μ¸¨É¥²Ó´μ ³ ²μ¥ ¸¥Î¥´¨¥ μ¡· §μ¢ ´¨Ö ¨§μÉμ¶  199Au. �·μ-
¢¥¤¥´´Ò°  ´ ²¨§ Ô±¸¶¥·¨³¥´É ²Ó´ÒÌ ¤ ´´ÒÌ ¢ · ³± Ì ¸É É¨¸É¨Î¥¸±μ° ³μ¤¥²¨
· ¸¶ ¤  ¢μ§¡Ê¦¤¥´´ÒÌ Ö¤¥· ¸ ÊÎ¥Éμ³ ¶μ¸²¥¤μ¢ É¥²Ó´μ£μ ¸²¨Ö´¨Ö Ö¤·  6�¥ ¶μ-
± § ² Ìμ·μÏ¥¥ ¸μ£² ¸¨¥ Ô±¸¶¥·¨³¥´É ²Ó´ÒÌ ¨ · ¸Î¥É´ÒÌ §´ Î¥´¨° ¸¥Î¥´¨Ö ¤²Ö
¶μ¤¡ ·Ó¥·´μ£μ ¸²¨Ö´¨Ö Ö¤¥· ¢ ·¥ ±Í¨¨ 206Pb + 6He.
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Penionzhkevich Yu.E. et al. E7-2005-106
Some Peculiarities in the Interaction of 6He with 197Au and 206Pb

Excitation functions were measured for fusion followed by the evaporation of
neutrons in the reactions 206Pb(6He, 2n)210Po and 197Au(6He, xn)203−xnTl, where
x = 2 − 7, as well as for the transfer reactions on a 197Au target with the formation
of the 196Au, 198Au and 199Au isotopes. The experiment was carried out at the
Dubna Radioactive Ion Beams (DRIBs) complex of FLNR, JINR. The 6�¥ beam
intensity was about 5·106 pps, the maximum energy being 60.3 ± 0.4 MeV. A
signiˇcant increase in the cross section was observed below the Coulomb barrier
for the fusion reaction with the evaporation of two neutrons compared to statistical
model calculations. Unusual behaviour for the production of 198Au is observed,
whereas the cross section for the formation of 199Au is very low. The analysis of
the data in the framework of the statistical model for the decay of excited nuclei,
which took into account the sequential fusion of 6He, has shown good agreement
between the experimental and calculated values of the cross sections for the case of
sub-Coulomb-barrier fusion in the 206Pb + 6He reaction.

The investigation has been performed at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reac-
tions, JINR.
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INTRODUCTION

The interaction of halo nuclei with other nuclei for almost 10 years now has
been of increased interest from experimental and theoretical point of view. Still
much attention is paid to 6He-induced reactions leading to the formation of a
compound nucleus followed by the evaporation of neutrons or ˇssion. The par-
ticular interest to this type of investigations arose when in 1995 in Ref. [1], which
was dedicated to the study of ˇssion of the compound nucleus 215At, formed in
the bombardment of a 209Bi target with 6He ions, a signiˇcant enhancement was
observed in the cross section, especially in the sub-Coulomb barrier, compared to
the expected according to the statistical model. Such an enhancement was earlier
predicted in a series of theoretical papers [2, 3]. In particular, an increase of
the probability of penetrating (tunneling) through the potential barrier due to its
extended neutron distribution, compared to that in ordinary nuclei close to the
line of stability, was predicted for 11Li. Such distributions, as has been shown
in Ref. [4] may bring forth a coupling of the collective degrees of freedom and,
respectively, an increase of the reaction cross section, especially in the subbar-
rier region. The extended distribution of nuclear matter is characteristic for light
neutron-rich nuclei, in which the presence of valence neutrons can lead to the
formation of a neutron halo. 6He and 11Li are among the nuclei with such a
structure. On the other hand, such nuclei are weakly bound, which, in turn, leads
to an increase in the probability of their breakup that may be accompanied by the
consequent fusion of the residual nucleus (the core) with the target nucleus or by
the transfer of nucleons without any further interaction between the nuclei. The
variety of possible processes makes it difˇcult to analyze the experimental data
and requires the consideration of all possible reaction channels.

Soon after the ˇrst experimental paper on the fusionÄˇssion reaction induced
by 6He [1], a series of experiments was undertaken, whose aim was to determine
the probability of fusion of 6He with other nuclei close to the Coulomb barrier.
For instance, in [5] Kolata et al. investigated the same reaction, 209Bi + 6He,
as was used in [1]. The excitation functions for the decay of the compound
nucleus by emission of three neutrons were measured and the comparison with the
statistical model for the formation and decay of the compound nucleus conˇrmed
that an enhancement of subbarrier fusion of 6He nuclei takes place. The next
measurement of the excitation function for the ˇssion channel in the 6He + 238U
reaction [6] also allowed to draw a conclusion that the probability of fusionÄ
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ˇssion, when using a 6He beam at Coulomb barrier energies, is strongly enhanced.
However, a later experiment of the same group involving the measurement of the
ˇssion fragments in coincidence with α particles, produced after the breakup
of 6He, has shown that subbarrier fusionÄˇssion for this reaction can easily be
explained in terms of the ˇssion of the uranium target after the transfer of one
or two neutrons. As a result, these authors [6] came out with the new paper [7],
in which they insist that in the mentioned reaction enhancement of the fusion of
6He is not observed. There are a few more papers reporting on fusion reactions
with 6He [8, 9]. However, these measurements require the inclusion of more
information on the different exit channels and higher statistics in order to be
considerably more reliable. The existence of such controversial data is evidence
of the difˇculties which have to be overcome in experiments with radioactive
ion beams. One such a problem, in the ˇrst place, is the low intensity of the
secondary beams. This makes measurements in the region of the Coulomb barrier
extremely time consuming, if high statistics is to be obtained. Secondly, in order
to study the excitation functions in a broad energy range (5Ä70 MeV/A), it is
necessary to decrease the beam energy using degraders, which in turn deteriorates
the beam energy dispersion. Finally, at the relatively low beam intensity it is
desirable to use detector arrays of high efˇciency, located at forward angles with
respect to the beam direction. All this we took into account when preparing the
experiments described below.

The launching of the accelerator complex for radioactive beams DRIBs [10]
at FLNR (JINR) at the end of 2004 made it possible to produce 6He beams with
an intensity of up to 5·106pps in a wide range of energies (3Ä10 MeV/A) with an
energy resolution not worse than 1%. It is necessary to note that such conditions
can be provided only at facilities based on the ISOL-method. Such facilities in
addition to DRIBs are SPIRAL1 in France and the accelerator at Louvain-la-
Neuve (Belgium). However, the energy of the 6He beam at Louvain-la-Neuve
does not exceed 5 MeV/A.

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

We used a beam of accelerated 6He ions with an energy of up to 60 MeV.
The 6He beam was provided by the DRIBs complex at FLNR (JINR). This
complex is a tandem including the FLNR cyclotrons U400M and U400 (Fig. 1).
A 7Li beam accelerated to 35 MeV/A at the U400M accelerator bombarded
a thick beryllium target in which as a result of the 9Be(7Li, p)-reaction 6He
nuclei were produced and implanted into a porous carbon stopper. This stopper
was further heated to 1600◦ and 6He could then diffuse into the ECR-source
chamber. After ionization of the 6He atoms in the ion source, the single-charged
6He ions were transported to the second accelerator U400, where they were
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Fig. 1. Schematic layout of the DRIBs complex for producing the radioactive 6He beam

accelerated to an energy of about 60 MeV/A. The extraction of the 6He+2 beam
was achieved by a thin carbon stripping foil. The optimization and transport of the
6He+2-ion beam made it possible, without applying any additional collimation, to
have a (7×7)-mm beam spot on the physical target, the beam energy being E =
60.3 MeV, the energy resolution ± 0.4 MeV and the intensity 5·106pps, when the
7Li-beam intensity was 600 pnA (Fig. 2). For the beam diagnostics of the low-

Fig. 2. Proˇle of the 6He beam extracted from the U400 cyclotron (left) and its energy
resolution (right)
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energy 6He ions scintillator detectors were used [11] along the beam-transport
line, whereas immediately in front of the physical setup the parameters of the
beam (intensity and size) were measured with a specially designed multiwire
proportional chamber [12]. The ˇnal energy of the beam was measured using the
MSP-144 magnetic spectrometer [13].

Our aim was to study the interaction of 6He with different target nuclei. In
the present paper results of measurements of the excitation functions for fusion
and transfer reactions involving the accelerated 6He ions are presented. The mea-
surement of the yields of the products of the fusion reaction after the evaporation
from the compound nucleus of x neutrons and of the transfer reactions was per-
formed by the activation method. Two stacks of foils were placed in the reaction
chamber of the magnetic spectrometer MSP-144 on the way of the 6He beam: ˇrst
Ä a stack of 13Ä50 μm thick gold foils, and further downstream a second stack
of 206Pb targets, 600Ä700 μg/cm2 each (Fig. 3). In order to tune the 6He beam

Fig. 3. Schematic layout of the activation experiments using the 6He beam: 1 Å miltiwire
proportional chamber, specially designed for beam diagnostics; 2 Å stack of gold foils,
and 3 Å stack of thin 206Pb targets. The incident and ˇnal energies of the beam are also
shown

and to measure its intensity and spatial distribution, the multiwire proportional
chamber for beam diagnostics was placed in front of the stacks. After passing
through the two stacks the beam entered the magnetic spectrometer MSP-144,
which gave a precise measurement of the residual energy of the beam. The 6He
energy and the energy loss in each layer of the stacks was calculated with the
LISE code [14] and the calculated residual energy was compared to the value
measured by the magnetic spectrometer. In this way, in spite of the rather large
energy dispersion of the beam at the end of the stacks (± 2 MeV), the absolute
value of the energy was determined with good accuracy (not worse than 1 MeV).

After the irradiation the γ activity induced in the gold foils was measured off-
line using HPGe detectors with high efˇciency (about 10% for Eγ = 662 keV)
and high energy resolution (1.5 keV for the γ transition at 1800 keV). Peaks
in the γ spectra could be identiˇed as belonging to the Tl isotopes, which are
the decay products of the compound nucleus 203Tl after the evaporation of 2Ä7
neutrons. Table 1 contains the energies, half-lives and relative yields of the most
intensive γ transitions in the corresponding fusion reaction decay products, which
have been used for their identiˇcation.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the decay products of the compound nucleus 203Tl

xn Decay product Half-life T1/2, h Eγ, keV (I %)
2n 201Tl 72.91 167.4 (10%)
3n 200Tl 26.1 367.9 (87%)
4n 199Tl 7.42 247.26 (9.3%)
5n 198Tl 5.3 675.88 (11%), 587.2 (52%)
6n 197Tl 2.84 152.2 (7.3%)
7n 196Tl 1.84 344.9 (2%)

In addition to the Tl isotopes, γ transitions of the isotopes 196Au, 198Au and
199Au could be identiˇed in the spectra measured for the gold foils. The isotope
196Au could be formed as a result of the stripping of one neutron, 198Au and
199Au Å after the pickup of one and two neutrons, respectively, in the interaction
of the 6He beam with the 197Au target nuclei.

The 206Pb stack was measured using an α spectrometer and the excitation
function for the formation of the compound nucleus 212Po and its decay by
emission of two neutrons (206Pb(6He, 2n)210Po) was obtained in the beam-energy
range 13Ä24 MeV (the Coulomb barrier for the given reaction is 20 MeV). The
210Po isotope was identiˇed by the α-particle energy (Eα = 5.3 MeV) and its
half-life (T1/2 = 138 d). The energy resolution of the α spectrometer amounted
to about 50 keV, and the total efˇciency of registration of the α particles was
about 50%.

2. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

On the basis of the measured yields of the isotopes, formed after the evapo-
ration from the compound nucleus 203Tl of 2 to 7 neutrons, taking into account
the 6He beam intensity and the target thicknesses, we could determine the cross
sections for the formation of the different isotopes and their dependence on the
bombarding energy (the excitation functions). The same procedure was applied
for 210Po, which was formed in the 206Pb(6He, 2n)210Po reaction.

The excitation functions measured for the reaction channels 6He + 197Au
→203−xTl are shown in Fig. 4. The analysis of the obtained data was performed
using the code ®ALICE-MP¯ [15, 16]. The values of the parameters used were
taken from analyses of experimental data on the cross sections of evaporation
reaction channels induced by heavy ions in the range of medium and heavy nuclei.
The bold curves in Fig. 4 represent the results of the calculations. It can be seen
that the experimental reaction cross sections are in agreement what concerns the
maxima of the xn-channel distributions. The channel with the emission of two
neutrons, in which the 201Tl nucleus is produced, is not well described by the
given model. As it can be seen from the ˇgure, the isotope 201Tl is formed with a
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Fig. 4. Experimental excitation functions for the 197Au + 6He → 203−xnTl reaction, where
x = 2−7. The symbols denote: ◦ Å 2n, � Å 3n, �Å 4n, � Å 5n, ♦ Å 6n, � Å 7n
evaporation channels; the curves are the calculations with the ®ALICE-MP¯ code [15, 16]
using the following parameters for the interaction potential: r0 = 1.29 fm, V = −67 MeV
and d = 0.4 fm. Bc is the Coulomb barrier for the 6He + 197Au reaction

cross section larger than expected in the model. This may be connected with the
fact that the reaction with total absorption of 6He by the 197Au target nucleus has
a Q-value equal to + 12.2 MeV, which makes the reaction with the evaporation
of two neutrons deeply subbarrier. The calculations, where fusion is described as
the penetration of 6He through the barrier, should result in decreased values of
the cross sections. A similar situation arises for the 206Pb(6He, 2n)210Po reaction
(Fig. 5). However, in this case the reaction Q-value is equal to + 4.2 MeV, which
must lead to somewhat larger cross-section values.

This difference is particularly well seen in Fig. 5, where the excitation func-
tion for the 206Pb(6He, 2n)210Po reaction is shown. The cross section for this
reaction at the maximum, according to the statistical model calculations (the
dashed line), should be small, because the reaction takes place at energies below
the Coulomb barrier and is strongly suppressed. But, as can be seen from the
presented data, even at energies 7 MeV below the Coulomb barrier for the 206Pb
+ 6He reaction, the cross section for formation of 210Po, i. e. for the evapora-
tion from the compound nucleus of two neutrons, is rather large and amounts to
∼10 mb. Thus, due to the observation of the reaction with the evaporation of
two neutrons we could draw the conclusion that a considerable enhancement of
the cross section for the fusion of 6He with the 197Au and 206Pb nuclei exists at
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Fig. 5. Excitation function measured for the 206Pb(6He, 2n)210Po reaction. � Å exper-
imental values of cross section for the formation of 210Po, dashed line Å calculations
within the framework of the statistical model, thick line Å calculations using the two-step
fusion model, taking into account the process of consecutive transfer of neutrons [17]. Bc

is the Coulomb barrier

energies close to the barrier. In the same ˇgure, the results of the calculations of
the two-step fusion process are also presented [17]. In this model it is assumed
that a consecutive transfer of neutrons from the 6He nucleus to the target nucleus
takes place. At this, the excitation energy of the nuclear system increases by
E¸³ + Qqq, a value which is quite higher than the energy of the Coulomb barrier
and leads to the tunneling, at the latest stage, of the α particle through the barrier.

The agreement between the experimental reaction cross sections for the
206Pb(6He, 2n)210Po reaction with the calculated ones can be considered as ev-
idence that the sequential fusion process for weakly bound nuclei seems to be
the main process, which in	uences the fusion probability of 6He with 206Pb and
leads to the increase in the reaction cross section at energies far below the barrier.

The cross sections for the evaporation residues in the 197Au(6He, 2n)201Tl
and 206Pb(6He, 2n)210Po reactions are shown together in Fig. 6 as a function of the
ratio of the 6He energy in the center-of-mass system (E¸³) and the energy of the
Coulomb barrier (Bc). Good agreement is observed between the experimental data
for the 2n-evaporation channels in both reactions and the theoretical calculation
assuming a sequential fusion mechanism.

The measured excitation functions for the formation of the gold isotopes
196Au, 198Au and 199Au in their ground states in the 197Au + 6He reaction
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Fig. 6. Evaporation residue cross sections for the reactions 197Au(6He, 2n)201Tl (◦) and
206Pb(6He, 2n)210Po (�) as a function of the ratio of the center-of-mass 6He energy and
the Coulomb barrier (E¸³/Bc)

are shown in Fig. 7. From the obtained data it follows that close to the barrier
the probability of formation of the 198Au isotope is rather large (σ ∼ 1 b).

Fig. 7. Experimental excitation functions for the formation of the isotopes 196Au, 198Au
and 199Au in the 197Au + 6He reaction

Unfortunately, in the present experiment we did not measure the cross section
for the formation of 198Au at energies lower than the barrier (∼ 20 MeV).
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Meanwhile it seems, the increased formation probability of reaction products at
energies close to the barrier, which imitate the transfer of one neutron to the
target nucleus, can be used to explain the formerly observed in [6, 7] enhanced
probability of subbarrier ˇssion in the 238U + 6He reaction.

It should also be noted that in our experiment a relatively low yield was
observed for the 199Au isotope.

CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper we have presented the results of the ˇrst experiments
performed at the accelerator complex DRIBs. We should once more mention that
the 6He beam intensity reached ∼ 5·106 pps. In the forthcoming experiments
the beam intensity is supposed to reach 108pps. Then we plan to measure in
detail at energies close to the Coulomb barrier the behaviour of the excitation
functions for the one- and two-neutron evaporation channels in the interaction of
6He with 206Pb and 197Au, as well as the excitation functions for the transfer of
one and two neutrons and the total reaction cross section. Such measurements,
we believe, can give a possibility to understand the mechanism of interaction of
the 6He nuclei with other nuclei at energies close to the Coulomb barrier.
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